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Abstract

Access to and processing of personal data is regulated by norms that are written down in legal source documents, including laws,
regulations and contracts. Compliance can be automated through the formalisation of these norms, reducing human effort and
making the applied interpretations explicit. In addition, trust between parties may increase, thus promoting collaborations to gain
more insights from sharing data. Although several policy specification languages have been proposed, there are not many that can
be used to specify both social policies, such as privacy regulations and contracts, and system-level policies such as those used for
access control. In this work, we present extensions to eFLINT, a domain-specific language developed to formalise norms from
various sources. The extensions make it possible to interconnect social and system-level policies. We demonstrate the new features
of eFLINT within the healthcare domain by formalising the regulatory document of the SIOPE DIPG/DMG Network, a consortium
established to advance research into a rare form of pediatric brain cancer, and by showing how the resulting specifications are used
to automate compliance checking of access and processing requests made by members of the consortium.
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1. Introduction

Health-care organisations collect data for various purposes, including the execution of data-driven research projects
to improve the efficacy of (personalised) care. The collection and processing of data is governed by (national) laws,
(international) regulations, such as the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) of the European Commission [5],
contracts, and organisational policies – referred to as ‘social policies’ in this paper. Assuring compliance is labour
intensive, costly and complex, especially in situations where data is processed by external parties. To reduce labour
and costs, and to raise the compliance level of systems that provide access to or process healthcare-data, it is desirable
to automate compliance checking. To achieve this, interpretations of applicable norms have to be formalised and cor-
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responding enforcement mechanisms should be available within the software ecosystem. Access control is a popular
mechanism to enforce policies, especially within the healthcare domain. Conventional access control techniques, how-
ever, are shown not to be sufficiently capable to capture the complex conditions encountered in laws, regulations and
sharing agreements [3, 11]. Moreover, laws and regulations may differ across jurisdictions and are subject to change,
requiring localised variants of software and frequent updates to software.

As a remedy, we employ domain-specific languages to formalise norms as specifications from which software
components – referred to as regulatory services – can be derived that administer and enforce complex sets of norms.
In doing so, we achieve a level of separation of concern that makes it possible to adjust to changing (legislative and
jurisdictional) contexts and improve transparency with respect to the applied interpretations of norms and situations.

To experiment with the formal representation of norms, and the derivation of regulatory services, we have devel-
oped eFLINT, a domain-specific language for formalising interpretations of norms [23]. The language is based on the
fundamental legal concepts of Hohfeld’s framework for legal reasoning [7] and on transition system semantics. This
combination makes it possible to formalise various types of policies and to assess concrete cases statically (offline)
or dynamically (online) for compliance. Moreover, the underlying transition system can be queried to determine the
current ‘normative positions’ of actors, e.g. to establish whether they hold certain permissions or obligations. As such,
eFLINT can be used for access control.

In this paper, we extend eFLINT with two new constructs for formalising the dependencies between social poli-
cies – such as the role of the GDPR in data sharing agreements – as well as the connection between social poli-
cies and system-level policies. In this way, social policies become enforceable in software systems and, conversely,
system-level policies acquire legal status. We demonstrate the features of eFLINT through a use-case provided by the
European Society for Paediatric Oncology (SIOPE) that has established the DIPG/DMG Network, a data-sharing con-
sortium supporting research on a rare form of brain cancer in children. In particular, we will show how eFLINT can be
used to formalise aspects of the GDPR, the DIPG/DMG Network’s Regulatory Document, and their interconnection,
as well as how the resulting specifications can be used to automate compliance decisions.

2. Preliminaries

EFLINT is designed for formalising norms that can typically be found in social policies, laws, regulations, organi-
sational policies and contracts [23]. As an example, consider the following fragment, adapted from the formalisation
of GDPR articles in [23].
Act collect -personal -data

Actor controller
Recipient subject
Related to data , processor , purpose
Conditioned by accurate -for -purpose(data , purpose), subject -of(subject ,data)
Creates processes(processor , data , controller , purpose)
Holds when consent(subject , controller , purpose)

The fragment shows that personal data can be collected for a specific purpose if consent has been given for that purpose
(Article 6(1)(a) of the GDPR [5]) and that the data must be accurate for this purpose (Article 5(1)(d)). The former is
specified as a derivation rule in the Holds when clause as it is one of the several conditions under which personal data
can be collected lawfully. The latter is specified as a pre-condition as it is always required for lawful processing.

The normative foundations of the language are found in Hohfeld’s framework for analysing courthouse activi-
ties [7]. Hohfeld’s framework centres around power-liability and duty-claim relations between actors, stating that for
every power holder (Actor, above) there is a recipient (Recipient, above) affected by the power and for every duty holder
there is a claimant. Additional objects parameterising the relation are specified in the Related to clause.

The semantics of the language are formalised as a transition system in which states are sets of facts (i.e. Boolean
variables) and actions and events trigger transitions between states by terminating and creating facts (i.e. setting the
variables to false or true respectively). Notions of ‘action-compliance’ and ‘duty-compliance’ are defined over traces
in the transition system based on whether actions are enabled and duties are violated. An action is enabled if it holds
true (i.e. one of its derivation rules holds true) and if all its pre-conditions hold. A duty is violated if it holds true and
if one of its violation conditions holds. The normative relations between actors are derived from the actions and duties
that hold true at any given time.
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In the next section, we show how eFLINT is used to formalise parts of the regulatory document governing the
SIOPE DIPG/DMG Network. The reader is referred to [23] for a more detailed description of the syntax and semantics
of the language, including also the formalisation and application of duties (which are not occurring in this paper).

3. The SIOPE DIPG/DMG Network Regulatory Document

Diffuse Intrinsic Pontine Glioma (DIPG), also known as diffuse midline glioma (DMG), is a rare pediatric brain
cancer for which there is no curative treatment, despite decades of clinical trials [10]. Children suffering from DIPG
face a dismal prognosis, with a median overall survival (OS) of eleven months and a two-year OS of less than 10% [6].
In order to advance DIPG research, the SIOPE DIPG/DMG Network and Registry were established in 2011. The reg-
istry holds information on DIPG patients across Europe and a partner registry in North America – the International
DIPG/DMG Registry – includes patient data primarily from the USA, Canada and Australia, with additional inter-
national members [2]. The registry serves to improve DIPG research by granting members (conditional) access to
selected datasets in order to perform analyses with more data points and thus higher efficacy. Members submit clinical
data from their institution to the DIPG Registry via a secure online CRF-structured web application and database1.
Imaging data is uploaded into a separate repository and review system2. All data is coded and de-identified at upload.

In this section, we present eFLINT fragments that capture certain terms and articles defined in the SIOPE
DIPG/DMG Regulatory Document, a consortium agreement between network members available online [22]. The
document is especially interesting for this work, as it makes explicit connections to the GDPR (detailed further in
Section 4) and regulates the process of acquiring access to data.

The first section defines several terms that we formalise as fact-type definitions in eFLINT. For example, the
following fragment gives a formalisation of the definition of the term “Researcher”.
Fact person
Fact institution
Fact member Identified by institution
Fact affiliated Identified by person * institution
Fact researcher Derived from institution When member(institution)

,person When affiliated(person , institution) && member(institution)

Fact-type definitions without an Identified by clause have atoms as values, such as "Alice", whereas facts with an
Identified by clause establish either a predicate over another type (e.g. member) or establish a relation between several
types (e.g. affiliated). The derivation rules of the fact-type researcher establish that a Researcher is a person or an
institute for which holds that, it is either a member (as an institute) or affiliated with a member (as a person).

The following fragment expresses that members can make data available under the condition that the data is
”Coded” – defined as “pseudonymised pursuant to the GDPR”.
Fact coded Identified by dataset
Act make -data -available

Actor institution
Recipient dcog
Related to dataset
Conditioned by coded(dataset)
Holds when member(institution)

The Dutch Childhood Oncology Group (DCOG) facilitates the SIOPE DIPG/DMG Registry and is therefore listed
as recipient. Note that we assume a mechanism to determine whether a dataset is properly coded, i.e. whether
coded(dataset) holds for a given dataset is to be provided as input.

In order to get access to data, Researchers must send project proposals for consideration by the executive committee
of the network, reviewing the proposal for merit, feasibility and ethical approval. If approved, a formal approval letter
is issued by the executive committee outlining conditions of use. Prior to data transfer, a data sharing agreement,
included in the approval letter, must be signed and returned by the Researcher. The registry coordinator will then
select and send data appropriate for the project. This process is visualised in Figure 3. Section 6 demonstrates the

1 https://dipgregistry.eu
2 https://mdpe-hit.de/
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Fig. 1. The process of having projects approved for access to data

automation of access to selected data sets by applying the eFLINT specifications developed throughout this paper.
The formalisation of the act of selecting data, given below, is key to this automation.
Act select -data

Actor ecommittee
Recipient researcher
Related to project , dataset
Creates selected(dataset , project)
Terminates duty -to-select -data(ecommittee , researcher , project)
Holds when approved(project , researcher)

Data can only be selected for a Researcher when related to a project approved for that Researcher3. The effects
of executing an instance of select-data are the creation of an instance of selected, recording which dataset has been
selected for which project, and the termination of an instance of the duty duty-to-select-data (not given).

4. Modular type extensions and synchronisation clauses

This section formalises the interconnections, described in the Regulatory Document, between certain GDPR con-
cepts and concepts in the Regulatory Document and do so by applying new features of the eFLINT language. The
following fragment shows how derivation rules (here given as Derived from clauses) are used to ‘generate’ instances
of GDPR concepts (such as subject and controller) based on existing instances of DIPG concepts (such as donor and
member). For example, the third line states that member institutions are considered processors of personal data in ad-
dition to the DCOG (represented by the string "DCOG"). The fourth line states that projects are considered as purposes
with respect to the GPDR, i.e. purposes for which patients (donors) may choose to give consent.
Extend Fact subject Derived from donor
Extend Fact controller Derived from member.institution
Extend Fact processor Derived from "DCOG", member.institution
Extend Fact purpose Derived from "DIPGResearch", project
Extend Fact data Derived from dataset

The Extend keyword is a novel addition to eFLINT for adding derivation clauses to type definitions (as shown
above for fact-types), adding pre- and post-conditions to action-types (and synchronisation clauses, introduced later),
and to adding violation conditions to duty-types. Adding a derivation rule or condition to a type-definition via Extend

or as part of the original definition is equivalent. An instance of a type is considered to hold true if there exists a
derivation rule that generates that instance. Similarly, an instance is created or terminated by an instance of an action-
type (or event-type) if there exists a post-condition demanding this. In this sense, derivation rules and post-conditions
are ‘disjunctive’. The same applies to violation conditions of a duty; a duty is violated if it holds true and (at least)
one of its violation conditions holds. The pre-conditions of action-types are ‘conjunctive’, i.e. for an action to be
permitted, all its pre-conditions must hold. The Extend keyword is associative and commutative and enables modular
and declarative extension of types. The extension mechanism is declarative because the order in which extensions are
given does not matter. The extension mechanism is modular because, in term of this example, the GDPR concepts,
the DIPG concepts and the rules connecting these concepts have been defined in isolation. This permits reuse between
specifications as well as defining alternative specifications that, when implementing the same ‘interface’, can be used

3 That Researcher is listed as a recipient does not indicate that they receive the selected dataset; instead they receive access, as shown in Section 5
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as drop-in replacements. The type-checking performed on declarations is performed also on extending clauses. The
main limitation is that eFLINT does not currently have a module system for introducing separate namespaces.

Another feature added to eFLINT is illustrated by the following code fragment, providing an extension of the
make-data-available type defined in the previous section.
Extend Act make -data -available Syncs with (Foreach donor:

collect -personal -data(controller = institution
,subject = donor
,data = dataset
,processor = "DCOG"
,purpose = "DIPGResearch ") When subject -of(donor , dataset))

The type is extended with a ‘synchronisation clause’ that demands that when an instance of the action is executed,
this instance must synchronise with certain instances of the collect-personal-data type (given in Section 2). In terms of
eFLINT’s transition system semantics, the transitions encoded by these act-type instances are to be performed simul-
taneously. As a result, the effects of the synchronised actions accumulate (i.e. the actions happen simultaneously) and
the pre-conditions and post-conditions of all actions are relevant. In the example above, make-data-available effectively
inherits the pre- and post-conditions of certain instances of collect-personal-data. Which instances these are, is deter-
mined by the body of the Foreach expression of the synchronisation clause. In this case, there is an instance for each
donor for which holds that the donor is a subject of the dataset being made available (assuming there is a mechanism
to detect for which donors consent is required and whether they have given their consent). Informally, the extension
states that the action of making data available is to be understood (also) as collecting personal data under the GDPR,
with the controller being the member institution making the data available, the DCOG processing the data on behalf
of the member, and doing so for the purpose of DIPG research. An important consequence of this synchronisation is
that instances of make-data-available are not permitted if one of the affected donors has not given explicit consent for the
processing of their personal data for the purpose of DIPG research. In this way, the corresponding part of the DIPG
Regulatory Document is formalised and can be used to enforce consent as a condition on making data available.

5. Deriving access control rules

In this section, we use the new features of eFLINT to connect the specifications concerning Regulatory Document
and GDPR norms with access control rules. The connection is made by defining read and write action-types in eFLINT
and subsequently extending their definitions. The separation between initial definition and subsequent extension is
made to emphasise that the read and write actions are not application-specific, whereas the extensions are specific to
the combined DIPG-GDPR specifications. The read and write actions are defined as follows:
Fact actor
Fact recipient
Fact asset
Act access Actor actor Recipient recipient Related to asset

Holds when read(actor ,recipient ,asset), write(actor ,recipient ,asset)
Act read Actor actor Recipient recipient Related to asset Syncs with access(actor ,recipient ,asset)
Act write Actor actor Recipient recipient Related to asset Syncs with access(actor ,recipient ,asset)

The derivation rules and synchronisation conditions establish a relation between the access, read and write types in
which reading or writing an asset is considered accessing an asset.

In the following fragment, make-data-available is extended to reflect that a member making data available is consid-
ered the owner of that data. Read and write access is granted to persons affiliated with owners of datasets.
Fact owner -of Identified by institution * dataset
Extend Act make -data -available Creates owner -of(institution , dataset)
Extend Act write Holds when owner -of(institution , asset) && affiliated(actor ,institution)
Extend Act read Holds when owner -of(institution , asset) && affiliated(actor ,institution)

The following fragment specifies that researchers of other institutions receive read access to a dataset when the
institution they are affiliated with has had a project approved for which this dataset has been selected:
Extend Act read Holds when (Exists project , institution:

selected(asset ,project) && approved(project ,institution) && affiliated(actor , institution))

In the next section we reflect on how the established specifications can be used to automate compliance.
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Fig. 2. The process of making data available Fig. 3. The process of accessing data

6. Evaluation

The code fragments presented previously are taken (and modified slightly for clarity) from larger projects in which
DIPG and GDPR concepts are formalised, and are supplemented with the code for interconnecting GDPR, DIPG and
access control specifications. To demonstrate the feasibility and desirable properties of our approach, we ran experi-
ments based on the Haskell implementation of eFLINT [23]. This implementation provides a (TCP and HTTP) server
to which commands can be sent triggering the execution of actions and the creation/termination of facts, possibly
resulting in violations (of powers or duties) returned as part of the response.

Experiments have been performed based on simulations of two scenarios. The first scenario involves members
of the SIOPE DIPG/DMG Network making data available to the Registry, with eFLINT deciding on compliance
according to the presented formalisation of the DIPG Regulatory Document and the GDPR. To automate this decision,
an instance of the eFLINT server can be running at every member institution. The server is asked to evaluate the
query ?Enabled(make-data-available(<X>,DCOG,<Y>)), with <X> and <Y> placeholders for the values identifying the member
itself and the relevant dataset respectively. To answer this query, the eFLINT server needs to be able to determine
whether the dataset is coded, which patients of the member contributed to dataset, whether these patients have given
consent and whether the data is accurate for the purpose of DIPG research, as shown by the (extended) definitions of
make-data-available and collect-personal-data. This information is sent to the eFLINT server as input alongside or prior to
the query. For example, if a member institution runs a portal on which patients can modify their consent, then changes
in consent can be communicated with the eFLINT server automatically.

The second scenario involves a researcher of a member attempting to read a dataset in the SIOPE DIPG/DMG
Registry. An eFLINT server running alongside the registry can be used to determine whether such an access request
is to be permitted (thus behaving as a policy decision point) by answering the query ?Enabled(read(<X>,DCOG,<Y>)) where
<X> and <Y> are placeholders for the values identifying the researcher and the dataset respectively. To answer this query,
the eFLINT server needs to know with which (member) institution the researcher is affiliated (if any) and whether
that institution has a project approved for which this dataset is selected by the executive committee, as shown by
the extended definition of read. This information can be provided to the eFLINT server automatically if the registry
runs software that supports the process of proposing/approving projects and selecting data for projects. Events in this
software system can then trigger input being sent to the local eFLINT server. These scenarios show that with eFLINT,
access control is dynamic in the sense that permissions are subject to change depending on (user) actions within the
SIOPE DIPG/DMG (member or registry) software. The (legal) powers that give rise to changes in permissions are
specified explicitly and are assigned to human actors or legal entities in eFLINT, whereas in attribute-based access
control systems changes to attributes are not explicitly associated with (legal) powers.

In our experiments, we have executed the scenarios described above by simulating the SIOPE DIPG/DMG Registry
software, member software, and human actions in order to generate various concrete instances of these scenarios as
test-cases. Real-world prototyping is to be executed in future work. However, this is expected to demonstrate that the
current eFLINT implementation is not practical for this purpose – the implementation is derived directly from the
formal operational semantics to guarantee correctness without concerns for runtime efficiency.

Rather than using eFLINT for policy decision making directly, it is also possible to use eFLINT in a policy ad-
ministration point by generating access control policies such as XACML [12] or ODRL policies [9]. The generation
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of such policies can either be event-driven, i.e. whenever there is a change to the knowledge base maintained by the
eFLINT server, or request-driven, i.e. whenever an access requests is made.

The scenarios described here demonstrate how compliance decisions regarding data management can be automated
as part of current SIOPE DIPG/DMG Registry practices. However, a decentralised solution without central registry to
collect all data is preferred, increasing control members have over the data they contribute to the SIOPE DIPG/DMG
Network. In future work we wish to demonstrate the application of eFLINT in a decentralised solution based on the
’digital datamarket’ concept [20] in which analysis algorithms travel to data (rather than vice versa) and members (as
well as their patients) can at any moment withdraw their data or change their conditions for access (such as consent).

7. Related work

Access control is the process of determining the permissibility of access requests such as read or write actions on
a data object based on policies. Several access control models have been proposed in literature. Early models include
Discretionary Access Control (DAC) [19], Mandatory Access Control (MAC) [13], and Role-Based Access Control
(RBAC) [18]. These models fail to capture dynamic and temporal aspects of access permissions. The attributes of
Attribute-Based Access Control (ABAC) [8] from which permissions are computed can change in between requests,
the Usage CONtrol (UCON) model considers conditions to hold during access events [15], and in the access control
model proposed by Bertino et al. [3], periodic intervals are associated with permissions. The eXtensible Access Con-
trol Markup Language (XACML) is a popular attribute-based access control language and enforcement engine [12].
In the context of the Health Insurance portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA), [4] provides arguments as to why
XACML cannot meet certain requirements from privacy law. The Open Digital Rights Language (ODRL) is a policy
expression language to describe conditions under which certain actions are permitted on (digital) assets [9]. ODRL
has been used in various domains such as licensing [17] and privacy [24]. The fact-type definitions of eFLINT can be
used to represent attributes, roles and ownership and the concept of power supports the dynamic creation and termina-
tion of permissions. However, eFLINT events are discrete and can therefore not be used for usage control in the way
described by the UCON model. To which extent this is a limitation of eFLINT is to be explored in future work.

Various languages have been introduced to formally specify social policies and contracts. Symboleo is designed to
specify contracts and has similar foundations as eFLINT, being based on the event calculus, state machine models
and Hohfeld’s legal framework [21]. Symboleo has embedded notions of contract states such as suspension and
termination triggered through the execution of powers. The Institutional Action Language (InstAL) [14] is another
domain-specific language for modelling both regulative and constitutive norms in terms of duties and powers, as well
as a set of tools for executing models via a translation to Answer Set Programming (ASP) [14]. LegalRuleML is an
extension of RuleML based on deontic positions (permissions and obligations) for describing norms through rules,
considering important legal and logical aspects such as defeasibility, the semantics of negation, temporal properties
and jurisdictions [1]. DAPRECO is a repository of LegalRuleML rules representing provisions of the GDPR [16].

8. Conclusion

In this work, we presented the formalisation of rules from legislation and other regulatory documents using the
eFLINT language, taking the GDPR and the regulatory document of the SIOPE DIPG/DMG Network as a use case.
We have also introduced extensions to eFLINT that enable the formalisation of dependencies between, in our use case,
the GDPR and SIOPE DIPG/DMG Regulatory Document and the interconnections of these regulations with system-
level policies such as access control policies. As a result, we can automate high-level compliance decisions through
lower-level enforcement mechanisms. The centralised solution for the SIOPE DIPG/DMG Network discussed in this
paper marks a first step towards an envisioned decentralised solution to be presented in future work.

Acknowledgements. This work is part of the EPI project supported by NWO in the Commit2Data – Data2Person
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